
ORANKA Nature. 
The glass beverage system.

Exclusive 
for ourconcentrate customers*



ORANKA Nature. 
Standard version
and exclusive options.

The ORANKA Nature basic system1 
With the ORANKA Nature beverage system, serving becomes 
an attractive and sustainable pleasure. The natural look, the easy 
handling and the perfectly coordinated container size and 
concentrate amount will convince you.
 Decorative glass container with 8 liter capacity
 Removable tap
 Closing lid
 Stainless steel drip tray
 Metal frame with rubber feet
 Cooling rod (approx. 1 liter volume)
 Infuser (for example for fresh fruits)
 Stand for product declaration and fruit images 

The exclusive supplementary options
The ORANKA Nature System has an even more high-quality look 
with the optional and particularly exclusive additions.
 The high-quality wooden box2 underlines the natural and 
 handcrafted character as well as the sustainable use of resources.
 A high-quality stainless steel tap3 for one more
 more valuable haptic appearance. 

Including freight-free delivery 
to your facility when ordering 
concentrate at the same time.



ORANKA Nature. 
Standard version
and exclusive options.

ORANKA concentrates. 
For every need
the right mix.

� controlled from organic farming
� Organic according to EC-ÖKO 
 regulation (DE-ÖKO-001)
� For particularly sustainable 
 fruit enjoyment

�  Concentration 1+4
�  100 % fruit content 
�  In a practical 1 liter Tetra-Pak (makes 
 5 litres of ready-made-beverage)
�  Our top quality
�  For pure fruit enjoyment 

Apple 
Apple-Cherry
Multivitamin
Orange

Organic-Apple
Organic-Orange

Fruit juices
with 100 % fruit content 
in the ready-made-beverage

Bio

ORANKA fruit juice and fruit drinks

�  Concentration 1+4 
�  All the benefits of our 
 1+19 Zinc plus C fruit drinks 
�  A 200 ml glass of ready-made drink 
 covers 50 % of the daily requirement 
 for vitamin C and an additional 
 30 % of the daily requirement for 
 vitamin D and the mineral zinc.

Apple, cloudy
Orange
Sour cherry
Blackcurrant

 fruit drinks
with 20 % fruit content 
in the ready-made-beverage

makes 
5 litres

makes 
2.5 litres

1 Item no.: 9044001, ORANKA Nature basic system
2 Item no.: 8107942, ORANKA Nature exclusive wooden box
3 Item no.: 8107931, ORANKA Nature exclusive stainless steel tap
4 Item no.: 9044002, ORANKA Nature exclusive system (set)
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PROMOTION

* Promotion valid while stocks last.
Exclusively for our ORANKA 1+4 concentrate customers.

only valid if ordered at the same timeconcentrate.

Includes free shipping to your facility.

*

ORANKA
Wolfgang Jobmann GmbH
Gutenbergstraße 10 
D-21465 Reinbek

Central Sales Germany:
Phone  +49 (0)40 722 3026
Fax  +49 (0)40 722 9559
sales@oranka.de

Service:
Phone  +49 (0)40 722 3026 
service@oranka.de

www.oranka.com

The ORANKA brand has a tradition stretching back 
many decades. As a specialist in drinks supply and the 
production of fruit juice and refreshing drink concentrates, 
the highest product quality has always been our aim. 
Numerous product awards and various patents testify 
to our efforts to achieve perfection. Make the most 
of our customised drinks concept for your individual 
requirements.

ORANKA. Brand quality in a beverage system.

ORANKA on the internet 

Find out more about our wide range of drinks at 
www.oranka.com. Whether you are looking for 
new, innovative products or detailed information 
about our numerous awards and certifications – 
it’s worth taking a look at our homepage.

ORANKA. We are here to help.


